
in a semi-closed position to protect the

airway, while enabling air to be exhaled. 

Arytenoid chondritis is a rare,

progressive inflammatory condition of

the cartilages originating from

infectious conditions and is most

commonly seen in adult horses. It is

thought to develop following a breach

of the mucosal layer covering the larynx

and arytenoid cartilages by, for

example, a penetrative injury or an

ulcer. 

Once the mucosa is breached local

bacterial invasion leads to tissues
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HE ARYTENOIDS are

flaps of cartilage that lie at

the opening to the trachea, or

windpipe. They are paired,

are normally symmetrical, and they

open during inspiration to allow air to

pass into the lungs. 

When completely withdrawn they

minimise resistance to airflow and

hence maximise oxygen intake. They

then close during swallowing to prevent

inhalation of food and debris, their

closure diverting food into the

oesophagus. During expiration they are
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becoming heated, hyperaemic (engorged

with blood) and swollen. This is painful

for the horse as the cartilage is a

relatively rigid structure with little soft

tissue covering to accommodate the

swelling and inflammation. This

inflammation alone can lead to a degree

of laryngeal paresis (partial paralysis of

the larynx). It is usually unilateral in

presentation but can progress or present

bilaterally. 

If undetected and/or untreated the

horse can develop excessive granulation

tissue as the defect in the cartilage
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extends with the degree of

infection and the body

attempts to close the injury.

This granulation tissue can

protrude into the lumen

(space) of the airway

creating a partial

obstruction. 

The obstruction and

paresis both then

contribute to stridor, or

noisy, high-pitched

breathing. Progressive

infection can extend into

the body of the cartilage,

leading to deformation and

further obstruction of the

airway. 

The inflammation can

also result in the horse

presenting with a fever

which must be monitored

aggressively, especially

until a diagnosis has been

confirmed.

As well as the stridor

affected animals can

present with exercise

intolerance, a cough and

increased respiratory

effort. In thoroughbreds the

performance impact can be

severe as they are working

at a higher oxygen demand

than the average ridden

horse. The degree of

symptoms displayed will

be related to the degree of

disruption to the normal

anatomy of the arytenoid

cartilages.

These symptoms can be

enough to prompt a

speculative diagnosis but

confirmation is most likely

to be made with upper

airway endoscopy.

Visualisation of the

cartilages will allow

identification of

asymmetry, any lesion and assessment

of impaired function. 

Diagnosis is commonly made in

young thoroughbreds leading up to sales

as the horses are scoped to assess

laryngeal function. 

Although these cases are usually

mild, acute and have no associated

clinical signs, prompt treatment must be

sought to prevent progression and

clinical symptoms. Failure of treatment

at this stage can result in recurrence and

progressive disease in the horse’s

career. An immediate impact may be

reduced value in the sales ring as the

Above: A normal larynx and arytenoid
cartilages on endoscopic examination

Left: An affected arytenoid, causing
gross distortion of the airway

laryngeal score given to the horse will

be less favourable. 

Treatment 

The condition is often responsive to

broad spectrum antibiotics applied

systemically over a course of weeks.

Potentiated sulphonamides

(trimmediazine) can be effective in the

first instance and in acute

uncomplicated cases. Topical anti-

inflammatory medicines can be applied

via catheters, but in practice this may

not be appropriate or possible. 

Treatment is monitored via repeated

endoscopic examination. Failure to

respond may indicate an alternative

antibiotic is necessary. If response is

positive then prognosis for complete

resolution is generally good. However,

if the individual fails to respond to

treatment then prognosis becomes

increasingly guarded and recovery

period extends dramatically. 

Surgery isn’t typically an optimal

treatment plan as the cartilage is slow to

heal and there is limited soft tissue and

normal mucosa available to cover the

defect. 

In severe cases partial

arytenoidectomy (removal of the

affected portion) can be considered, but

in horses intended for racing the

prognosis for athletic function is

guarded. 


